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ID AND DISCOVERY+ EXPAND TRUE-CRIME PARTNERSHIP WITH ACADEMY AWARD® WINNER OCTAVIA SPENCER IN
NEW, SIX-PART SERIES, FEDS (wt)

(New York, N.Y.) –The leading true-crime network ID, and its streaming home discovery+, today announced FEDS (wt), the
next collaboration in a multiproject deal with acclaimed Academy Award® winning actress and producer Octavia Spencer,
her production company Orit Entertainment and October Films. FEDS (wt), a six-part series, will take viewers deep inside
America’s most elite crime-fighting agency, the FBI. The series features exclusive access to active-duty FBI agents and will
detail high-profile, dangerous and unusual cases as told by agents, informants, undercover operatives and victims.

“A big part of my excitement about our partnership with ID was the opportunity to bring incredible stories to true crime
fans from an entirely new perspective. FEDS (wt) is genuinely unique. As viewers, we have never been as inside the case
as we are in this series. Being a true crime follower myself, speaking to active special agents with the FBI has been a thrill,
and I could not be more excited to share FEDS (wt) with the ID audience, ” said Octavia Spencer, Executive Producer and
Founder, Orit Entertainment.

With unparalleled access, FEDS (wt) reveals the twists and turns of each case, as agents let their guard down and for the
first time, bring us into their private world. Showcasing a variety of investigations – from infiltrating MS-13 in Boston to
taking down a multimillion-dollar drug empire in Florida – FEDS (wt) demonstrates the lengths the FBI goes to in order to
protect citizens all across the country. Perhaps most powerfully, the series also uncovers looming tragedies that the FBI
was able to thwart thanks to undercover agents and specialized intel.

"When we partnered with Octavia, we knew her passion for telling unique and powerful stories would bring our audience
inside exciting new worlds of true crime storytelling,” said Jason Sarlanis, President of Crime and Investigative Content,
Linear and Streaming. "Delivering unprecedented access, FEDS (wt) goes deep inside the FBI to reveal gripping,
behind-the-scenes accounts of high-profile stories from the active federal agents who lived them firsthand, and we know
ID's viewers are going to love this groundbreaking approach."

FEDS (wt) is the second project to be announced in a multipart deal for ID and discovery+ with Octavia Spencer’s Orit
Entertainment and October Films. The first title announced in June, HIGHWAY 20 (3x60 wt), begins with the case of a
missing 13-year-old girl and spirals into a decades-long true-crime odyssey. Inspired by the award-winning work of
journalist Noelle Crombie, videographer Dave Killen and photojournalist Beth Nakamura of The Oregonian, and directed by
Arianna Lapenne, the series unpacks the dark secrets of a ghostly stretch of Oregon’s U.S. Highway 20, where many
women and girls went missing, were raped or murdered from the 1970s to the 1990s.

FEDS (wt) is executive produced by Octavia Spencer for Investigation Discovery and discovery+. Executive producers for
Orit Entertainment are Brian Clisham and Stephanie Kluft, with Gillian Pachter and Matt Robins for October Films. 

About INVESTIGATION DISCOVERY (ID)
Investigation Discovery (ID) is the leading crime and justice network on television, delivering the highest-quality
programming to approximately 80 million U.S. households. Viewers can enjoy their favorite shows anytime, anywhere on
discovery+, the definitive non-fiction, real-life subscription streaming service. ID's true-crime programming is also available
via the network’s aggregated TV Everywhere offering, IDGO, where fans can access thousands of episodes from the
Discovery family of networks. For exclusive web content and bonus material, fans can follow ID on Twitter, Instagram and
Facebook or check out the network’s true crime blog, CrimeFeed. Investigation Discovery is owned by Warner Bros.
Discovery, a leading global media and entertainment company available in more than 220 countries and territories and 50
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languages whose portfolio also includes Discovery Channel, discovery+, CNN, CNN+, DC, Eurosport, HBO, HBO Max, Food
Network, OWN, Investigation Discovery, TLC, Magnolia Network, TNT, TBS, truTV, Travel Channel, MotorTrend, Animal
Planet, Science Channel, Warner Bros. Pictures, New Line Cinema, Cartoon Network, Adult Swim, Turner Classic Movies
and others.

About ORIT
In 2019, Octavia Spencer launched her production company, ORIT Entertainment which she runs with partner and
producer Brian Clisham and Head of Production and Development Stephanie Kluft. Projects under the ORIT Entertainment
banner include Truth Be Told for Apple, Self-Made: Inspired By The Life Of Madam C.J. Walker (produced with LeBron
James and SpringHill Ent) for Netflix (for which Spencer also received her first Emmy nomination) and their award winning
documentary short, Right to Try.  Orit currently has a multi-project deal with ID/discovery+.
 
About OCTOBER
October is one of the most prestigious and respected brands in the documentary sector. A transatlantic and fully
independent company, October operates from offices in London, Los Angeles and New York and owns a burgeoning
regional studio facility in the UK. October has won over 100 awards for its work including Emmy, Prix Italia and BAFTA.
Recent and notable productions include Colosseum for HISTORY, Beanie Mania for HBO Max, Diana for CNN Originals,
First Ladies for CNN Originals and Getaway Driver for discovery+.
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